
Foundations of Software Technology and Theoretical Computer Science,15th Conference, Proceedings, P.S. Thiagarajan (Ed.),Lecture Notes in Computer Science 1026, Springer-Verlag (1995) 456{470.Determinizing B�uchi Asynchronous AutomataNils Klarlund1, Madhavan Mukund2, Milind Sohoni31 BRICSy, Aarhus University, Ny Munkegade,DK 8000 Aarhus C, Denmark. E-mail: klarlund@daimi.aau.dk2 School of Mathematics, SPIC Science Foundation, 92 G N Chetty RdMadras 600 017, India. E-mail: madhavan@ssf.ernet.in3 Dept of Computer Sc and Engg, Indian Institute of TechnologyBombay 400 076, India. E-mail: sohoni@cse.iitb.ernet.inAbstract. B�uchi asynchronous automata are a natural distributed ma-chine model for recognizing !-regular trace languages. Like their sequen-tial counterparts, these automata need to be non-deterministic in orderto capture all !-regular languages. Thus complementation of these au-tomata is non-trivial. Complementation is an important operation be-cause it is fundamental for treating the logical connective \not" in deci-sion procedures for monadic second-order logics.In this paper, we present a direct determinization procedure forB�uchi asynchronous automata, which generalizes Safra's construction forsequential B�uchi automata. As in the sequential case, the blow-up in thestate space is essentially that of the underlying subset construction.IntroductionFinite-state automata are, by de�nition, sequential. To describe �nite-state con-current computations, Zielonka introduced asynchronous automata [Zie1]. Anasynchronous automaton consists of a set of independent processes which co-operate to read their input. Each letter a in the alphabet is associated with asubset �(a) of processes which jointly decide on a move when a is read.1 Thedistribution function � introduces an independence relation I between letters:(a; b) 2 I i� a and b are read by disjoint sets of processes.Earlier, Mazurkiewicz had proposed a framework for studying concurrentsystems where the alphabet � is equipped with a pre-speci�ed independencerelation I, describing the concurrency in the system [Maz]. Two words w andw0 describe the same computation i� w0 can be obtained from w by a �nitesequence of permutations of adjacent independent letters. This gives rise to anequivalence relation on words over �. The equivalence class [w] containing w iscalled a trace. A set of words L is a trace language if it obeys the equivalencerelation generated by I| for each word w in L, all of [w] is contained in L.y Basic Research in Computer Science, Centre of the Danish National ResearchFoundation.1 Calling these automata asynchronous is, in a sense, misleading. The processes com-municate synchronously. The asynchrony refers to the fact that di�erent componentsof the network can proceed independently while reading the input.



457Zielonka proved that any regular trace language over a concurrent alphabet(�; I) can be recognized by a deterministic asynchronous automaton over adistributed alphabet (�; �), such that the independence relation generated by � isexactly I. Gastin and Petit have extended the connection between asynchronousautomata and trace languages to the setting of in�nite inputs. In [GP], theyintroduce the class of B�uchi asynchronous automata which accept precisely theclass of !-regular trace languages.Like automata over in�nite strings, B�uchi asynchronous automata have closeconnections to logic [EM, Thi]. In order to exploit these connections|for in-stance, to automate veri�cation of formulae de�ned using these logics|we needto develop techniques for manipulating these automata. Basic operations includecomplementation and determinization.As in the sequential case, complementing B�uchi asynchronous automata isnon-trivial, since they are necessarily non-deterministic: deterministic B�uchiasynchronous automata cannot recognize all !-regular trace languages [GP].With a Muller acceptance condition, deterministic automata su�ce [DM], but adirect determinization procedure has so far been elusive.Contributions of this paperWe extend the subset construction for asynchronous automata [KMS1] to a di-rect determinization construction for B�uchi asynchronous automata, based onSafra's technique for determinizing B�uchi automata on in�nite strings [Saf]. Thedeterminized automaton we construct has an acceptance condition described interms of \Rabin pairs". As in the sequential case, we can e�ciently simulatethe complement of the determinized automaton using a non-deterministic B�uchiasynchronous automaton. So, we also have a direct complementation construc-tion for B�uchi asynchronous automata. In both the determinized Rabin automa-ton and the complementary B�uchi automaton, the number of local states of eachprocess is exponential in the number of global states of the original automaton.As in Safra's original construction, this blow-up is essentially that of the under-lying subset construction for these automata.In related work, Muscholl [Mus] has described a complementation construc-tion for B�uchi asynchronous cellular automata, which are an alternative dis-tributed model for recognizing trace languages [Zie2]. Her construction does notinvolve determinization|she makes use of progress measures [Kla] and directlyconstructs a non-deterministic complement automaton.An asynchronous cellular automaton allocates a separate process for eachletter in the input alphabet|even when the underlying system is completelysequential, a cellular automaton will have a number of components. Processescommunicate using a non-standard variant of a shared memory. As a result,though both the approaches are formally equivalent, asynchronous automataseem to be more natural models for describing distributed systems.Converting between asynchronous automata and asynchronous cellular au-tomata involves a blow-up in the state space of each process which is exponential



458in j�j, the size of the input alphabet. However, since j�j could itself be exponen-tial in the size of the global state space of the automaton, there is e�ectively adouble exponential blow-up in this translation. So, complementing asynchronousautomata directly using our construction can be signi�cantly more e�cient thancomplementing them indirectly via the construction described in [Mus].In general, it appears to be advantageous to work directly with asynchronousautomata for automating decision procedures in logic, instead of using asyn-chronous cellular automata. Incorporating the alphabet into the state space ofthe automaton is known to be expensive in such applications|for example, thedecision procedure for monadic second-order logic on strings generates alpha-bets that are exponential in the number of free variables in the input formula;see [HJJ] for techniques which allow automata with exponentially sized alpha-bets to be represented and manipulated within polynomial bounds.Working directly with asynchronous automata is also relevant tomodel check-ing |a technique for mechanically verifying if a program satis�es a propertyspeci�ed in a logical language. If the same kind of automata are used both fordescribing the program and for checking satis�ability, the model checking prob-lem reduces to a simple intersection problem involving the automata [VW]. Sinceasynchronous automata are a natural model for distributed programs, automata-theoretic model checking can be applied to the logics considered in [EM, Thi].The paper is organized as follows. We begin with some de�nitions regard-ing asynchronous automata. In Section 2 we introduce B�uchi and Rabin asyn-chronous automata and formulate the problem. The next three sections recapit-ulate some basic techniques developed in [KMS1, MS] for manipulating asyn-chronous automata. In Section 6 we show how to apply these techniques to de-terminize B�uchi asynchronous automata. Due to space limitations we have beenforced to omit many examples and proofs. For a more detailed exposition, thereader is referred to [KMS2].1 PreliminariesThe following de�nitions are essentially those of [KMS1] adapted to the settingof in�nite inputs.Distributed alphabets Let P be a �nite set of processes, where the size ofP is N . A distributed alphabet is a pair (�; �) where � is a �nite set of actionsand � : � ! 2P assigns a non-empty set of processes to each a 2 �.State spaces With each process p, we associate a �nite set of states denotedVp. Each state in Vp is called a local state. For P � P, VP denotes the productQp2P Vp. An element ~v of VP is a tuple or joint state that determines a localstate for each p in P . We refer to a joint state from VP as a P -state. A P-stateis also called a global state.Given ~v 2 VP , and P 0 � P , ~vP 0 denotes the projection of ~v onto VP 0 . Also,~vP 0 abbreviates ~vP�P 0 . For a singleton p 2 P , we write ~vp for ~vfpg. For a 2 �, wewrite Va to mean V�(a) and Va to mean V�(a). Similarly, if ~v 2 VP and �(a) � P ,we write ~va for ~v�(a) and ~va for ~v�(a).



459Asynchronous automata An asynchronous automaton A over (�; �) is ofthe form (fVpgp2P; f!aga2�;V0); where !a� Va � Va is the local transitionrelation for a, and V0 � VP is a set of initial global states. Each relation !aspeci�es how the processes �(a) that meet on a may decide on a joint move.Other processes do not change their state. Thus we de�ne the global transitionrelation ) � VP �� � VP by ~v a=) ~v0 if ~va !a ~v0a and ~va = ~v0a.A is called deterministic if the global transition relation of A is a functionfrom VP �� to VP and if the set of initial states V0 is a singleton.Runs Let � be an in�nite word over �. It is convenient to think of � as afunction of time; i.e., � : N ! �. (We use N to denote the set f1; 2; : : :g andN0 for f0; 1; 2; : : :g.) A global run of A on � :N! � is a function � :N0 ! VPsuch that �(0) 2 V0 and, for i 2N, �(i�1) �(i)=) �(i).Analogously, we represent a �nite word u 2 �� of length m as a functionu : [1::m]! �, where [i::j] abbreviates the set fi; i+1; : : : ; jg. A global run ofA on u : [1::m]! � is a function � : [0::m]! VP such that �(0) 2 V0 and, fori 2 [1::m], �(i�1) u(i)=) �(i).Let � be a global run. For P � P, �P denotes the projection of � ontothe P -components. So, �P is a sequence of P -states. As usual, inf (�P ) denotesthe set of P -states which occur in�nitely often in �P ; inf (�P ) = f~v 2 VP jfor in�nitely many i; �P (i) = ~vg:2 Asynchronous automata on in�nite inputsTo de�ne how an asynchronous automaton accepts an in�nite word �, we haveto examine the communication between processes in the limit, as � is read.Limit graphs With each in�nite word �, we associate an undirected graphG� = (P; E�) called the limit graph of �. The graph has an edge between pro-cesses p and q provided they synchronize in�nitely often while A processes �.In other words, (p; q) 2 E� i� for in�nitely many i, fp; qg � �(�(i)). Let Conn�denote the maximal connected components of G�.Let Finite� denote the set of processes which move only �nitely often whileA reads �|i.e., p belongs to Finite� if there are only �nitely many i such thatp 2 �(�(i)). Clearly, if p 2 Finite� then the singleton fpg belongs to Conn�.B�uchi asynchronous automata A B�uchi asynchronous automaton is a pairBA = (A;TB) where A is an asynchronous automaton and TB is a B�uchi ac-ceptance table. The table TB is a list (�1; �2; : : : ; �k). Each entry �i in TB is ofthe form (C; T; f(pC ; GC)gC2C), where C is a partition of P, T is a subset of Pand, for each subset C 2 C, pC is a designated process from C and GC is a setof pC -states. We call the processes fpCgC2C the signalling processes in �i.A run � of the automaton BA = (A;TB) on an input � is said to satisfy anentry � = (C; T; f(pC ; GC)gC2C) in TB provided C = Conn�, T = Finite� and,for each signalling process pC , inf (�pC ) \GC 6= ;. The automaton accepts � ifthere is a run � on � and a table entry � such that � satis�es � .



460Recall that every process p in Finite� constitutes a separate singleton com-ponent in Conn�. For a signalling process p 2 T , the set Gp denotes the set ofpossible terminating states for p. On the other hand, for a signalling process pwhich does not belong to T , Gp is a set of recurring states, one of which mustbe visited in�nitely often by A for � to satisfy � .Our de�nition of B�uchi asynchronous automata is adapted from [Mus] anddi�ers from the original formulation of Gastin and Petit [GP]. The crucial partof our de�nition is the extra information we record about Conn� in each entryof the acceptance table. This allows us to separate the processes in A into inde-pendent groups. After a �nite pre�x of � has been read, there will be no furthersynchronizations between processes in di�erent connected components of G�. So,in the limit, each subset C 2 Conn� moves as a separate, independent unit.Since non-deterministic B�uchi asynchronous automata are strictly more pow-erful than their deterministic counterparts [GP], to determinize these automatawe have to strengthen the acceptance condition. We shall work with a general-ization of the \pairs" condition proposed by Rabin [Rab].Rabin asynchronous automata A Rabin asynchronous automaton is a pairRA = (A;TR) where A is an asynchronous automaton and TR is a Rabin accep-tance table. The table TR is a list (�1; �2; : : : ; �k). Each entry �i in TR is of theform (C; T; f(pC ; pairsC )gC2C), where C, T and pC are as in a B�uchi acceptancetable and, for each signalling process pC , pairsC is a list f(GjC; RjC)gj2[1::kC] suchthat for each pair (GjC ; RjC), both GjC and RjC are subsets of VpC .The automaton RA = (A;TR) accepts an input � if there is a run � of Aon � such that for some entry � = (C; T; f(pC ; pairsC )gC2C) in the table TR,C = Conn�, T = Finite� and, for each signalling process pC , there is an entry(GjC; RjC) in pairsC such that inf (�pC ) \GjC 6= ; and inf (�pC ) \RjC = ;.The problem For a given non-deterministic B�uchi asynchronous automatonBA = (A;TB) over (�; �), construct a deterministic Rabin asynchronous au-tomaton RB = (B;TR) over (�; �), such that BA and RB accept the sameset of in�nite words over �.Notice that an asynchronous automaton where P is a singleton fpg is justa conventional sequential �nite state automaton. Further, if P = fpg, our def-initions of B�uchi and Rabin asynchronous automata reduce to the standardformulations of these automata in the setting of in�nite strings [Tho].For sequential B�uchi automata, Safra has described an elegant determiniza-tion construction which is an extension of the classical subset construction for�nite automata [Saf]. We do not have space to describe this construction here.However, it is possible to understand the salient features of our constructionwithout getting into the precise details of how Safra's construction works.To determinize B�uchi asynchronous automata, we shall apply Safra's con-struction in a distributed setting. Let BA = (A;TB) be a B�uchi asynchronousautomaton. Our strategy will be to construct a deterministic Rabin automatonRB� = (B� ;TR�) corresponding to each entry � in the table TB. The automa-ton RB� accepts an input � provided there is a run � of BA which satis�es � .



461We can then combine the individual automata fRB�g�2TB into a deterministicRabin automaton RB which accepts exactly the same in�nite strings as BA.To construct the automatonRB� for the table entry � = (C; T; f(pC ; GC)gC2C)we have to check that for each signalling process pC , inf (�pC ) \GC 6= ;. To dothis, we run Safra's construction for each signalling process pC , using the subsetconstruction for asynchronous automata [KMS1] in place of the classical subsetconstruction for sequential automata.The catch is that each signalling process pC may meet its recurring set GCin�nitely often along a di�erent run. So, we have to further ensure that theaccepting runs detected by the independent copies of Safra's construction ateach signalling process are mutually consistent. This will involve some analysisof the way information is passed between the connected components in G� beforethey branch out as independent groups.3 Local and global viewsWe represent words over a distributed alphabet as labelled partial orders. Thenotions we use are essentially those of trace theory [Maz].Events With � : N! �, we associate a set of events E�. Each event (i; �(i))consists of a letter �(i) together with the time i of its occurrence. In addition, wede�ne an initial event denoted 0. The initial event marks the beginning when allprocesses synchronize and agree on an initial global state. Usually, we will writeE for E�. If e = (i; a) is an event, then we may use e instead of a in abbreviationssuch as Ve, which stands for Va, i.e., V�(a), or !e, which is just !a. For p 2 Pand e = (i; a), we write p 2 e to denote that p 2 �(a). When e = 0, we de�nep 2 e to hold for all p 2 P. If p 2 e, then we say that e is a p-event .Ordering relations on E The word � naturally imposes a total order � onevents: e � f if e happens at time i and f happens at time j with i � j.Each process p imposes a total order �p on the events in which it participates.Thus e �p f if p participates in both e and f and e � f . If e is the p-event thatimmediately precedes the p-event f , then we write e /p f . Thus e /p f if e �p fand no g with e < g < f is a p-event.The asynchronous nature of the automaton is reected more accurately bythe partial order generated by the relations f/pgp2P than by the temporal order�. We say that e is an immediate predecessor of f and write e / f if e /p f forsome p. Let v be the reexive and transitive closure of /. If e v f , then we saye is below f . Note that the initial event 0 is below any event. The set of eventsbelow e is denoted e#. They represent the only synchronizations that may havea�ected the state of A at e.Ideals An ideal I is any set of events closed with respect to v. Ideals repre-sent possible partial computations of the system. We assume that every idealI we consider is non-empty|i.e., 0 always belongs to I. Let �m denote thepre�x of � of length m. Then the events f(i; �(i)) j i � mg [ f0g form anideal. Conversely, every ideal gives rise to a subword of �|if I is the �nite



462ideal f0; (i1; a1); (i2; a2); : : : ; (im; am)g, then �[I] : [1::m] ! � is the word�(i1)�(i2) � � ��(im) = a1a2 � � �am. Similarly, we can associate in�nite ideals in Ewith in�nite subsequences of �. Even when I is �nite, �[I] is not, in general, apre�x of � because of the asynchronous manner in which � is processed. Clearlythe entire set E is an ideal, as is the set e# for any event e 2 E.P -views Let I be an ideal. The p-view of I, @p(I), is the set fe 2 I j 9f 2I: p 2 f and e v fg. So, @p(I) is the set of all events in I which p can \see". Ifthe number of p-events in I is �nite|for instance, if I itself is �nite|it is easyto see that @p(I) = maxp(I)#, where maxp(I) is the v-maximum p-event in I.For P � P, the P -view of I, denoted @P (I), is Sp2P @p(I). Notice that @P (I)is always an ideal. In particular, we have @P(I) = I.4 Local runs and historiesFor the rest of this section, we �x a (non-determinstic) asynchronous automatonA = (fVpgp2P; f!aga2�;V0).Neighbourhoods The neighbourhood of an event e, nbd (e), consists of e to-gether with its immediate predecessors; i.e., nbd (e) = feg [ ff j f / eg. Noticethat if e 2 @P (I) for some P � P, then nbd (e) � @P (I) as well.Local runs A local run on an ideal I assigns a joint state to each event in I insuch a way that all neighbourhoods are consistently labelled. More precisely, alocal run on I is a function r that assigns to each e 2 I an e-state|i.e., a statein Ve|such that r(0) 2 V0 and for all e 6= 0, r is consistent with !e in nbd (e)in the following sense: suppose that ~v is the e-state whose p-component, for eachp 2 e, is the same as the p-component of r(fp), where fp is the immediate p-predecessor of e. In other words, for each p 2 e, ~vp = r(fp)p, where fp /p e. Thenr is such that ~v !e r(e). Given a local run r, there is a natural \last" globalstate ~v de�ned by ~vp = r(maxp(I)) for all p. We say that ~v is a state of A on I.Similarly, a P -state of A on I is ~vP , where ~v is a state of A on I.Let R(I) denote the set of all local runs on I. The following is easy to verify.Proposition1. Let � : N ! � and I � E� an ideal. Then, there is a 1{1correspondence between R(I) and the set of global runs of A on �[I].Histories A history on an ideal I is a partial function h that assigns joint statesto some events in I. Thus dom(h) � I and when h(e) is de�ned it denotes atuple in Ve. A history is reachable if there is some local run r on I such thath(e) = r(e) for e in dom(h). A set of histories H is consistent if each pair ofhistories h and h0 in the set agree on all common events; i.e., for each h; h0 2 H,for each e in dom(h) \ dom(h0), h(e) = h(e0).History Products Let I = fI1; I2; : : : ; Ing be a set of ideals with J = Sj2[1::n] Ij .Let fh1; h2; : : : ; hng be a consistent set of histories such that hj is a history overIj for each j 2 [1::n]. We de�ne the product h =Nj2[1::n] hj as follows:



463dom(h) = fe 2 J j for all j 2 [1::n], if e 2 Ij then e 2 dom(hj)gh(e) = hk(e);where k is such that e 2 dom(hk) (the choice of k does notmatter since fhjgj2[1::n] is consistent).In other words, h is a history over J which inherits its values from the setfhjgj2[1::n]. The value h(e) is de�ned whenever hj(e) is de�ned for all j suchthat e 2 Ij . This means that if e is in Ij \ Ik for some pair fIj; Ikg � I ande 2 dom(hj) but e =2 dom(hk), then e =2 dom(h).We extend the notion of product to sets of histories spanning a set of ideals.Let I = fI1; I2; : : : ; Ing be a set of ideals, with J = Sj2[1::n] Ij . Let HI =fH1;H2; : : : ;Hng where Hj is a set of histories over Ij for each j 2 [1::n]. Achoice fromHI is a set fhjgj2[1::n] which picks out a history hj 2 Hj for eachj 2 [1::n]. The choice is consistent if the set fhjgj2[1::n] is. We then de�neOHI = f Oj2[1::n]hj j fhjgj2[1::n] is a consistent choice fromHIg:So,NHI contains all histories on J that may be pieced together from mutuallyconsistent histories in the collection HI.Products of histories play a crucial role in the subset construction for asyn-chronous automata [KMS1]. Suppose Xp and Xq are the sets of possible states ofp and q on ideal I. The set of possible joint fp; qg-states on I is not , in general,the na��ve product Xp �Xq . To determine which states from Xp �Xq are validfp; qg-states on I, p and q have to record additional information about the runsleading to each state in the current subsets Xp and Xq. Since the amount ofinformation that a process can store is bounded, it can at best record historiesde�ned over a �nite subset of the events it has seen.In the subset construction of [KMS1], on an ideal I, each process p maintainsthe set Hp of all reachable histories over a speci�c bounded subset of @p(I). Thissubset includes max p(I), so Hp has, in particular, information about all thepossible states that p can be in on I. Suppose a subset P � P synchronizes. Interms of the notation above, we have I = f@p(I)gp2P , J = @P (I) and HI =fHpgp2P . The goal is to ensure that NHI generates all possible consistent\joint" histories of P over an appropriate subset of @P (I). This will allow theprocesses in P to jointly compute all the possible moves they can make on readingthe new letter from the input.The key step is to characterize when the product of a set of reachable historiesfhjgj2[1::n] over I = fI1; I2; : : : ; Ing remains a reachable history over the jointideal J = Sj2[1::n] Ij . For this, we need the notion of a frontier.Frontiers Let I and J be ideals and p a process. We say that event e ofI is an p-sentry for I relative to J if e is also in J and its p-successor is inJ but not in I. Thus the process p \leaves" I at e. Let border(I; J) be theset of all such sentries. Note that there is at most one p-sentry for each p, sothere are at most N events in border(I; J)|recall that N = jPj. In general,



464border(I; J) 6= border(J; I). We are normally interested in the two sets together,which we denote frontier(I; J); i.e., frontier(I; J) = border(I; J) [ border(J; I).It is clear that frontier(I; J) = frontier(J; I) and frontier(I; I) = ;. We thenhave the following crucial result which is proved in [KMS1].Lemma2. Let I = fI1; I2; : : : ; Ing be a set of ideals and fhjgj2[1::n] a consistentset of histories such that for each j 2 [1::n]:(i) hj is a reachable history over Ij ; and(ii) dom(hj) includes Sk2[1::n] frontier(Ij; Ik).Then h =Nj2[1::n] hj is a reachable history over J = Sj2[1::n] Ij.So, whenever the reachable histories fhjgj2[1::n] span all the frontiers betweenthe ideals in I = fI1; I2; : : : ; Ing, their product is also reachable.Recall that each process p maintains Hp, the set of all reachable historiesover a speci�c subset of @p(I). Suppose that this speci�c subset of @p(I) in-cludes frontierp(I), where frontierp(I) = Sq2P frontier(@p(I); @q(I)): Then, ifI = f@p(I)gp2P and HI = fHpgp2P , the previous lemma guarantees that everyhistory in NHI is reachable in @P (I).The problem now is for a process p to compute the bounded set of eventsfrontierp(I). This can be done using slightly larger, but still bounded, sets ofevents called primary and secondary information, which between them subsumethe frontiers.5 Primary and secondary informationPrimary information Let I be a �nite ideal. Recall that maxp(I) denotesthe v-maximum p-event in I. The primary information of I, primary(I), is theset of events fmaxp(I)gp2P. We can de�ne primary(I) analogously for in�niteideals as well, where we include the events maxp(I) for only those processes psuch that there are only �nitely many p-events in I.Secondary and tertiary information Let I be a �nite ideal. The secondaryinformation in I, secondary(I), is the set of events Sp2P primary(@p(I)). Thetertiary information in I, tertiary(I), is the set Sp;q2P primary(@p(@q(I))).The primary information of I represents the latest information availablein I about each process in the system. Similarly, the secondary informationprimary(@p(I)) is the latest information that process p has in I about the otherprocesses in the system, while the tertiary information primary(@q(@p(I))) is thelatest information that p has about the primary information of q in I.It is clear that every event in primary(I) also belongs to secondary(I), sincemaxp(@p(I)) = maxp(I) for all p 2 P . Similarly, every event in secondary (I)belongs to tertiary(I).Let I and J be ideals. If I and J satisfy a simple condition, the eventsin frontier(I; J) can be characterized in terms of the primary and secondaryinformation of I and J , as described in the following lemma.



465Lemma3 [KMS1]. Let I and J be ideals such that I = @P (K) and J = @Q(K),where K is an ideal and P;Q � P are sets of processes. Let e be a p-sentry for Iwith respect to J . Then e = max p(I) and, for some process q, e = max p(@q(J)).Thus, e 2 primary(I) \ secondary(J).Let I be an ideal. From the previous lemma, it is clear that for a process Pto maintain reachable histories over frontierp(I), it is su�cient for p to maintainreachable histories over secondary (@p(I)). Processes can unambiguously keeptrack of their primary and secondary information by using time-stamps.Time-stamps and the subset construction Let I be a �nite ideal. Then,there are at most N3 distinct events in tertiary(I). We can thus use a �nite setL of labels to time-stamp each event in this set|let this assignment of time-stamps be denoted by a function � : tertiary(I) ! L. For p 2 P, let �p denotethe restriction of � to @p(I). It turns out that the processes in P can locallymaintain and update the functions �p so that, overall, the events in tertiary(I)are assigned consistent time-stamps.Theorem4 Time-stamping [MS]. For any distributed alphabet (�; �), we can�x a �nite set of labels L and construct a deterministic asynchronous automa-ton AT over (�; �) in which, on any �nite ideal I, each process p maintains�p : secondary(@p(I)) ! L, where �p is the restriction to @p(I) of a consistentlabelling � : tertiary(I)! L. Process p maintains �p as a function from P �Pto L. The value �p(q; r) is the label assigned to the event max r(max q(@p(I))).The automaton AT allows each process to maintain reachable histories overthe set secondary(@p(I))|each history h is maintained as a partial functionassigning joint states to labels in L such that whenever �(e) = ` for some evente 2 secondary(@p(I)), h(`) is de�ned and yields an e-state. In conjunction withLemmas 2 and 3, this yields the following result.Theorem5 Subset construction [KMS1]. Let A be a non-deterministic asyn-chronous automaton over (�; �). Then, we can construct a deterministic asyn-chronous automaton AS over (�; �) such that for any �nite ideal I, the uniqueglobal state ~v reached by AS on I has the following properties:(i) For each process p, ~vp contains Hp, the set of all reachable histories oversecondary(@p(I)).(ii) For any subset P of P, we can compute from the information in the P -state~vP the set of all possible P -states of A on I. In particular, from ~v we canrecover all possible global states of A on I.6 Determinizing B�uchi asynchronous automataWe now have enough machinery at hand to apply Safra's construction in adistributed setting. Recall that we are initially given a non-deterministic B�uchiasynchronous automatonBA = (A;TB). Our goal is to construct a deterministic



466Rabin asynchronous automaton RB = (B;TR) which accepts the same set ofin�nite strings that BA does.As we remarked earlier, our strategy is to construct a separate deterministicRabin automaton RB� = (B� ;TR�) for each entry � in the B�uchi table TBsuch that RB� accepts an input � i� there is a run � of BA on � which satis�es� . We shall then combine these individual automata fRB�g�2TB into a singleautomaton RB which accepts the same inputs as BA.Let � = (C; T; f(pC ; GC)gC2C) be an entry from TB. We �rst describe how toconstruct the corresponding Rabin automaton RB� . For simplicity, we assumethat T = ;|i.e., a run � of BA on an input � can satisfy � only if Finite� = ;.In other words, every process moves in�nitely often as A reads �. Later, we shallsee how to eliminate this \progress" assumption.The automaton RB� has to check that there is a run � of A on � such thatalong �, each signalling process pC visits some recurring state from GC in�nitelyoften. Each process pC can detect whether there is some local run �C of A on �which meets GC in�nitely often by running Safra's construction locally. However,we have to check that the individual runs f�CgC2C are mutually consistent.Let I� = fICgC2Conn� be the set of ideals such that IC = @C(E) for eachC 2 Conn�. (Recall that each set C is a subset of P, so the C-view of E is well-de�ned.) If there is a run of A satisfying � , it must be the case that C = Conn�,so we can alternatively regard I� as the collection f@C(E)gC2C.Let Ijoint� denote the set of events which occur in more than one ideal in thecollection I�|i.e., Ijoint� = fe 2 E j 9C;C 0 2 C: C 6= C0 and e 2 IC \ IC0g. SinceC = Conn�, it must be the case that Ijoint� is �nite|\above" Ijoint� , the idealsin I� are pairwise disjoint. Moreover, the union [I� is the entire set E. So, if wecan ensure that the local runs frCgC2C agree on the events in Ijoint� , they canbe \pasted" together to form a global run � of A satisfying � .Actually, it is not necessary that the local runs frCgC2C agree on the entireset Ijoint� in order to synthesize a global run � satisfying � . It is su�cient forthese local runs to agree along the frontiers of the ideals in I�.Lemma6. Let � : N! � be an in�nite word. For IC 2 I�, let frontier(IC ; I�)denote the set of events spanning the frontiers of IC with respect to all the idealsin I�|i.e., frontier(IC ; I�) = SC02C frontier(IC ; IC0).Let R = frCgC2C be a set of local runs of A on � such that:(i) For C 2 C, rC is a local run over IC .(ii) For each pair C;C0 2 C, the local runs rC and rC0 agree on frontier(IC ; IC0).Then, there is a local run r of A over E which agrees with each run rC 2 R for allevents e 2 IC \above" frontier(IC ; I�). In other words, for each C 2 C, for eache 2 IC , if there exists f 2 frontier(IC ; I�) such that f v e, then r(e) = rC (e).Proof For C 2 C, let hC be the history generated by restricting rC to the setfe 2 IC j 9f 2 frontier(IC ; I�): f v eg. It is easy to check that the histories infhCgC2C satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 2. So h = NC2C hC is a reachablehistory over [I� = E. Let r be the local run extending h to all of E. 2



467So, if the local runs frCgC2C detected by the copies of Safra's constructionagree along the frontiers in I�, we can synthesize a local run r over E whichagrees with each local run rC outside Ijoint� . It is clear that the global run �of A on � which corresponds to r does in fact satisfy � . Of course, to checkthe conditions of the previous lemma, we have to verify that, in the limit, thelocal runs detected by each signalling process agree on the frontier events. Inprinciple, this involves an in�nite amount of computation. However, since thereis only a �nite amount of communication across the ideals in I�, the frontierevents of interest get \frozen" at some �nite stage.Lemma7. Let � : N ! � be an in�nite word. Let J be an ideal such thatIjoint� � J � E. Then, for each pair fC;C0g in Conn�, frontier(@C(J); @C0(J)) =frontier(@C(E); @C0(E)).Proof Observe that for every J such that Ijoint� � J , and for every pair fC;C0gin Conn�, @C(J) \ @C0(J) = @C(E) \ @C0(E). The result then follows. 2Let � be an in�nite word and C;C0 be components in Conn�. FromLemma 3,we know that the events in frontier(@C(E); @C0(E)) are contained insecondary(@C(E)) and secondary (@C0(E)).Let pC and pC0 be processes in C and C0 respectively. From the de�ni-tion of Conn�, it follows that @C(E) = @pC (E) and @C0(E) = @pC0 (E). So,frontier(@C(E); @C0(E)) is, in fact, contained in the secondary information ofboth @pC (E) and @pC0 (E).Let e 2 secondary(@pC (E)). From the de�nition of secondary information,e = max r(@q(@pC (E))) for some pair of processes q and r. In other words, thereare only �nitely many r-events in @q(@pC (E)). There are two possibilities:{ The ideal @q(@pC (E)) is itself �nite, in which case q 2 (P �C).{ The ideal @q(@pC (E)) is in�nite, but the number of r-events in @q(@pC (E)) is�nite. This means that q 2 C but r 2 (P �C).This observation prompts the following de�nition:Stable information Let � : N ! � be an in�nite word and let pC 2 C forsome connected component C 2 Conn�. For any ideal I, the stable informationof pC in I, stable-infopC (I) is the subset of secondary(@pC (I)) given byfmax r(@q(@pC (I))) j q =2 C; r 2 Pg [ fmax r(@q(@pC (I))) j q 2 C; r =2 Cg:The events in stable-infop(I) are frozen once I grows beyond the �nite initialportion Ijoint� in E. In other words, for any ideal J � Ijoint� , stable-infopC (J) =stable-infopC (E). By our earlier observations, this means that for any J � Ijoint� ,stable-infopC (J) subsumes the events lying in the setsSC02Conn� frontier(@C(E); @C0(E)).Let us get back to our distributed version of Safra's construction correspond-ing to an entry � = (C; T; f(pC ; GC)gC2C) in TB. Suppose that each signallingprocess pC ensures that it has crossed the �nite portion Ijoint� before starting



468Safra's construction. Then, along with each successful run rC on @C(E) that itdetects, it can record the value of rC on stable-infopC (E). If the successful runsfrCgC2C agree on the stable information across all the signalling processes, weknow that the runs satisfy the assumption of Lemma 6, which means that thereis some global run of A on � which satis�es � .The catch is that the signalling processes have no way of knowing when the�nite portion Ijoint� is over. However, since B� includes the subset automatonfor A, B� also incorporates the time-stamping automaton AT which maintainsconsistent labels across tertiary(I) at the end of any ideal I. If the time-stampsassigned by AT to the events in stable-infopC (I) change, the process pC knowsthat Ijoint� is not yet over.So, we adopt the following strategy. Initially, each signalling process pC startso� Safra's construction. Whenever it detects that stable-infopC (I) has changed,it \kills" the old copy of Safra's construction and restarts a new copy. In fact, theprocess starts a separate copy of Safra's construction for each distinct historyover stable-infopC (I). So, in the limit, pC can signal whether or not there is anaccepting local run rC for each history over its stable information.The structure of RB� Let � = (C; T; f(pC ; GC)gC2C). The local state of eachsignalling process pC in B� consists of the following information:(i) The local state of the subset automaton for A. This includes the set HpC ofall reachable histories over secondary (@pC (I)) at the end of any ideal I.This component incorporates the local state of the time-stampingautomatonAT , which stores the labels of events in secondary(@pC (I)) as a function�pC : P�P! L. The time-stamps assigned to the events in stable-infopC (I)are the values �p(q; r) where either q =2 C or (q 2 C and r =2 C).(ii) Let HS be the set of reachable histories over stable-infopC (I). For each h 2HS , pC maintains an independent copy of Safra's construction.The non-signalling processes need not run Safra's construction; it is su�cientfor them to maintain the �rst component of the state.On reading a letter a, each process p in �(a) updates its local states as follows(where we have left out some important details due to a lack of space):(i) First p updates the local state components corresponding to the time-stampingautomaton and the subset automaton.(ii) If p is a signalling process and if the time-stamps assigned to stable-infop(I)have not changed, then p updates each copy of Safra's construction usingthe new information provided by the subset automaton.On the other hand, if the time-stamp corresponding to any event instable-infop(I) changes, p erases all the existing copies of Safra's constructionand begins a fresh copy for each history in the new set HS .The single entry � in TB generates a table TR� inRB� with multiple entries.Each possible history h over SC2C stable-infopC (E) generates a distinct entry �h



469of the form (C; T; f(pC ; pairsC )gC2C) in TR� . In �h, the entries C, T and the setof signalling processes fpCgC2C are as in the original entry � 2 TB.The sequential version of Safra's construction uses labels f`1; `2; : : : ; `2Mg,where M is the number of states of the original automaton. The acceptancecondition of the determinized automaton consists of pairs f(Gj; Rj)gj2[1::2m],where each pair (Gj ; Rj) expresses some constraints on the label `j .In the distributed construction, each signalling process uses labels in the samemanner as in the sequential case and generates the same number of acceptancepairs. Let MC = jVpC j be the number of possible local states for each signallingprocess pC in A. Then pairsC = f(GjC ; RjC)gj2[1::2MC], where, for j 2 [1::2MC],the sets GjC and RjC consist of all possible states of pC in which label `j meetsthe criteria required by Safra's construction and, in addition, the set of historiesstored in the state includes the projection hpC of h onto stable-infopC (E).It can then be veri�ed that RB� accepts an input � : N ! � i� there is arun of BA on � satisfying � .Removing the progress assumption So far we have assumed that T = ;in the B�uchi table entry � . Suppose T 6= ; and there is a run of A on � whichsatis�es � . Then each process p 2 T moves only �nitely often while A reads �.So, we just run the subset construction for p and verify that it terminates in oneof the states in Gp.Combining the individual automata fRB�g�2TB We can combine the in-dividual automata fRB�g�2TB using a standard product construction whichpreserves determinacy. The construction is essentially the same as in the se-quential case and we omit the details.A complementation construction Following the technique proposed by Vardi(described in [Saf]), we can use a non-deterministic B�uchi asynchronous to ef-�ciently simulate the complement of a deterministic Rabin asynchronous au-tomaton. So, fromRB we can construct an B�uchi automatonBA such that BAaccepts an in�nite string � i� RB does not accept �. Since RB accepts thesame inputs that BA does, BA is a complement automaton for BA.Complexity analysis In the input automaton BA = (A;TB), let N be thenumber of processes in A,M the size of the largest set in the collection fVpgp2Pand K the number of entries in TB.Then, in the deterministic Rabin automaton RB which we construct, thenumber of local states of each process p is bounded by 2KMO(N3) , while in thecomplement automaton BA, the number of local states of each process p isbounded by 2K2MO(N4) (see [KMS2] for details).In [KMS1], it is shown that in the subset automaton for A, the number ofstates of each process p is bounded by 2MO(N3) . So, the blow-up involved in theconstruction of RB and BA is essentially that of the subset construction.Consolidating the results of this section, we have our main result.Theorem8. Let BA = (A;TB) be a non-deterministic B�uchi asynchronous au-tomaton over (�; �). Then, we can construct a deterministic Rabin asynchronous
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